Sun splashed days of Spring

Summerhill Knit Duster, Catalina Trousers, Hydrangea Sophia Swing Cami.
Our Spring 2020 Collection is a breath of fresh air. Luxury at its most uncomplicated, in easy, floaty shapes, pared down lines and colors freshened for the season.

Available February, 2020
Indigo Floral Dress.
Jackie Shift, Tall Grass Earrings.
Santa Monica Tunic Dress, Corsica Fedora.
Ethereal shapes and hues of Spring
Pale Moon Maxi-Dress,
Priya Double-Strand Necklace.
Sophia Swing Camis.
Sophia Swing Camis, Catalina Trousers.
Chancay Bird Dress,
Bodhisattva Pendant,
Hammered Disc Earrings,
Viola Cocktail Ring.
Sartène Dress,
Dharma Wheel Earrings,
Seagreen Glass and Brass Stretch Necklace.
Garden District Anorak,  
Cream Ryder Pants,  
Alabaster Sofia Swing Cami,  
Babylonian Links Bracelet.

Tangier Top, Tangier Skirt, Hampton Roads  
Hat, Pedregal Tote, Babylonian Links Bracelet.
Sailcloth Dress, Sand Dune Bracelet, Rose Glass Drop Earrings.
Paintbox Pullover, Blush Giselle Skirt, Santa Rosa Belt.
Piana Maxi-Skirt, Arabella Pullover, Saint Florent Scarf, Flagstone Stretch Bracelet.
Santorini Pullover, Teahouse Maxi-Skirt, Cuenca Belt.
Crewneck Tee, Teahouse Maxi-Skirt, Cuenca Belt, Corbara Hoops.
Savannah Dress,
Rose Glass Drop Earrings.
Savannah Dress,
Rose Glass Drop Earrings.

Tashkent Skirt, Keira Flamé Tee, Moray Handwoven Belt,
Ramla Stretch Bracelets, Set of 2.
Gerolata Shawls.
Gerolata Shawl, Edo Maxi-Dress.
Flanders Tunic,
Ivory Jersey Camisole,
Cream Ryder Pants,
Dharma Wheel Earrings.
Dreamscape Kimono,
Cameo Rose Sophia Swing Cami,
White Sand Kayla Trousers,
Santa Rosa Belt, Pink Glass and
Brass Stretch Bracelet, Seagreen Glass and
Brass Stretch Bracelet.
Aztec Reversible Cardigan, White Sand Ventura Cuffed Trousers.
La Scala Kimono,
Black Sophia Swing Cami,
Black Ventura Cuffed Trousers,
Lisera Belt, Dreamcatcher Earrings.
Brushstrokes Maxi-Skirt,
Peach Layering Tee,
Crescent Moon Earrings.
Saryarka Pullover, Cream Ryder Pants, Crescent Moon Earrings.
Since 1976, Peruvian Connection has made ethnographic textiles the point of reference for its artisan-made collections. In addition to the label’s signature pima cotton and alpaca knitwear, it offers a range of luxurious basics, romantic dresses, superbly tailored outerwear and handcrafted accessories, all designed by and made exclusively for Peruvian Connection.

peruvianconnection.com

Mérida Reversible Kimono, Black Sophia Swing Cami, Black Ventura Cuffed Trousers, Asai Handwoven Belt, Babylonian Links Bracelet.
Front Cover: Santa Monica Tunic-Dress K-982569 $249, Corsica Fedora K-N70269 $49.
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Front Cover: Santa Monica Tunic Dress, Corsica Fedora.

Back Cover: Lilian Dress, Hampton Roads Hat, Flagstone Stretch Bracelet.